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COMING SOON - A NATIONAL DATA BASE OF YOU 
Information is a tool for great good or evil, depending on how and who uses it. It is critical to understand 
that information is the new currency of global exchange. Governments, industry, and individuals spend 
billions of dollars in search of every type of information. Our personal data is the most valuable and 
highly sought-after possession that we own. It directly links to our wealth and personal power. Every 
citizen of the United States, and most of the world, is in danger of losing personal freedoms by the 
misappropriation or misapplication of their invisible data self. 

 As consultants, we are information management professionals and understand how close it resides to 
the power apex. The more actionable data one has, the greater the opportunity to create information 
and take advantage of people, turning situations to our cause or profit. Information is the competitive 
edge, enabling every type of physical action or reaction. This applies everywhere in society, from 
personal relationships, health care, business competition, to politics and government. Please note the 
distinction between politics and government because later in this Newsletter, the difference is quite 
relevant.  

This newsletter explores the cause and consequences of the rapidly merging information databases, 
potentially into a National Database of You and Me. We will develop a personal database model and 
merge it into hypothetical information. These data are useful to manipulate or coerce us into taking 
action against our free will, or for the greater good as defined for an idealistic objective with which we 
may or may not agree. 

It is useful to establish a base of definitions. 

Data is equated to fragments of, or complete facts, that on their own may be insignificant. Data may be 
in analog or digital form, and be numeric, letters, or image. Data are calculated, correlated, and 
analyzed.  

Metadata is data that describes data. for example, a date and time stamp on photography, type, size of 
an image, and when and where the image was created. Another example is the time, location, caller, 
and recipient of a cell telephone call.   

Information is putting data into a useful form, or product. Your home address, for example, is data, but 
combined with city and state, it is a precise identifiable location. Information is knowledge.   
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A database is a collection of data organized, stored, and indexed, and accessed using multiple types of 
algorithms and program languages and other access tools. For example, Query optimization. Following is 
a hierarchal structure for an average person. Inquires are possible from any piece of data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In theory, everyone contributes to a database, and everyone accesses it for information. The internet 
and Google are good examples. In the real world, not everyone has equal access to the information in 
databases, and there are no controls over where it resides. Actually, using the cloud, information may 
exist in pieces on disparate computer systems anywhere in the world.  

While information was available in some form prior to the computer age, communicating it was 
relatively slow. Consistent with Moore's Law (transistor speed and power, e.g. computers, will double 
every two years); the information world today is pervasive, with a myriad of devices capturing and 
processing data of every type. The second part of the computing power equation is bandwidth or 
internet speed. Businesses and individuals have the ability to transmit large volumes of 
data/information anywhere in the world, and/or interact with business and each other in real-time. 

Mobile technology has moved the information reality from the office to the world, from voice to image 
and text, from status to content rich streaming flows. Actionable information is real-time and social 
media such as Facebook or Linked-In enables global collaboration. The differences between hand-held 
devices and PCs are increasingly blurred, separated more by personal choice and ease of use than 
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functionality. Miniaturized cameras, incorporated in multiple devices, enable the proliferation of 
images. The technologies as applied to business or personal applications are equally pervasive. 

The commercial world 

The consumer world has changed, with more of the action moving to the Internet. Business-to-customer 
(B2C) and business-to-business (B2B) applications are escalating. On-line sales of products on Black 
Monday, free of shipping costs, show annual growth greater than 15%. Every transaction on the internet 
leaves a traceable footprint back to the buyer. These footprints are collected as both real data, such as 
purchase orders, names, bank codes, etc., and metadata.  

Collectively, these create a condition labeled "big data." Retailers, government, and health care 
organizations are capturing large volumes of real-time data from multiple sources, including   enterprise, 
vendors, patients, and customers. Where the prior evolutions of technology left business and 
government searching for viable analytical data, the problem today is how to manage and convert these 
large data into useful information products.  
 
Big data requires massive storage capacity and easy access from anywhere in the world. It is not realistic 
to carry a computer with enough storage to conduct business and personal affairs. As individuals, we 
have big data problems as real to our situations as they are to business and governmental organizations. 
We also want access to every database available, for our own use and advantage. The cloud serves the 
purpose. 
 
Enterprises of every type are working on integration and automation in some form. There may be 
opportunities for sharing solutions, especially in the arena of information technology. One example is 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM). 
 
CRM was an early tool of Internet retailers, capturing real, and metadata from customer 
inquiries/purchases. The system tracks specifics - what they buy/sell/want or do not want, e-mail 
addresses, demographics, communications, event monitoring, project management, and collaboration 
programs. The information forms an accessible, real-time database useful for mining information, 
providing event alerts and analytical applications. The database legislated in the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA), will potentially capture medical data in similar, if not greater, detail. 
 
CRM data models predict and influence buying behavior. Practitioners call the systems “the voice of the 
customer," and provides customer information available anywhere in the world through mobile devices. 
Every major retailer and many manufacturing enterprises utilize these systems. CRM technology has 
spread to other industries. One could argue about its intrusion into personal privacy, but CRM is a great 
processor for managing and analyzing large volumes of detailed information. The system has the 
potential to become Patient Relationship Processing because of its relational nature. This database of 
accurate information would be invaluable. 
 
Mining for strategic, tactical, and individual purposes, facilitated by structured data, makes information 
accessible anywhere in real time via mobile technology. 
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The cloud 

Cloud computing, a misnomer but a useful term, defines storage and processing solutions. Gartner 
defines cloud computing as “a style of computing in which scalable and elastic IT-enabled capabilities 
are delivered as a service using Internet technologies." Cloud service providers have massive or shared 
computer power and storage, paid for by subscription or amount of service used. These include multi-
tenant service bureaus, and all web based processing, such as Software as a Service (SaaS), Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA), and Application Service Provider (ASP), under the cloud umbrella. 

The tools exist to integrate most systems and databases. The issue is cost, time, and result. The 
problems are the differences in format, field sizes, formulas used, programming language, and database 
technology. Each system is dissimilar in size and calculation, and conversion is required to move data 
back and forth from one system to the other. The reconciliation of these issues is basic to any form of 
automated integration, but the mashed result may introduce greater error than its parts.   

Software code, defining how data will be processed and put into useful information, is relatively static. 
Modifications can be complicated and expensive. The term flexible information system means a set of 
tightly designed and written procedures for executing repetitive formulas, with designed-in flexibility 
through coding structures and functionality. Contemporary systems are much more adaptive, with Aps 
of virtually every type. 

The power of the database is tapped by using analytics or intelligent software employing artificial 
intelligence, expert knowledge or other mathematics based computer models. Enterprises of all types, 
including governments at every level have embraced the use of analytics, or intelligence tools. These 
come in a variety of sizes and shapes from simple drill down to complex analytics. The objective is to 
have functionality that builds information products-visualization, decision support, sales analysis, etc. in 
a timely and trustworthy fashion.  

There are thousands of databases capturing and storing information on every type of activity. Of prime 
concern to this paper are the IRS, health care records, and browsing history on Google and the 
emergence of powerful and extremely useful geographic tools.  

Ersi 

Since 1969, Esri has been giving customers around the world the power to think and plan 
geographically. The market leader in GIS, Esri software is used in more than 350,000 
organizations worldwide including each of the 200 largest cities in the United States, 
most national governments, more than two-thirds of Fortune 500 companies, and more 
than 7,000 colleges and universities. Esri applications, running on more than one million 
desktops and thousands of Web and enterprise servers, provide the backbone for the 
world's mapping and spatial analysis. Esri is the only vendor that provides complete 
technical solutions for desktop, mobile, server, and Internet platforms. For more 
information, visit www.esri.com.  

Following is a map of Ventura, CA, showing a precise location.  
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Like Google, from this specific location, the house and streets are identifiable. Unlike Google, these 
geophysical databases also contain the underground infrastructure and data needed to maintain the 
streets, fireplugs, electrical service, natural gas, cable television, etc. Tied to local tax data, these 
databases provide a comprehensive representation of the people living in the home, the value of the 
home, its construction, lot size- in other words, not just images but relevant information. 

Extending the concept even further, farmers can literally obtain an inch-by-inch visualization and 
analysis of soil content. Using high-technology equipment, production optimization occurs for each inch. 
This involves the precise application of fertilizer and other soil enhancers, along with precise amounts of 
water as needed. The technology has enormous benefits for managing natural and renewable resources. 
The functionally will enable huge gains in agricultural yields, warn us of geophysical problems, and help 
plan and execute optimal transportation routes. Geo information is also gathered and used to increase 
harvest and conservation of ocean resources. Human imagination, creativity, and innovation are the 
only limits to the applications. 

The problem, merging disparate databases multiples the potential for mischief, larceny, and coercion. 

Health Care 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) demands the creation of a de facto national health care database. While 
it does not necessarily include personal health care data, in conformity with HIPAA 5010, it is comprised 
of codes and metadata. EMR/EHR records form an enormous share of the new quality standard in the 
ACA, and the completion of electronic records establishes the base for compensation.  

5010 lays the foundation for ICD-10, a coding and classification system integral to the ACA. The purpose 
is to increase granularity for analytical purposes, but they expand the level of detail/complexity in 
coding and billing. There are two different sets. Codes for services, (CPT), and diagnoses (ICD-9). Other 
countries have already adopted ICD-10.  
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Health care facilities must convert the old ICD-9 codes, which use a different format, into ICD-10-CM, a 
monumental data conversion application. 

The inability to convert electronic records accurately indicates the quality issues associated with 
managing this volume of data. Setting up and maintaining accurate databases are an enormous effort at 
both the facility and federal levels. The cost will be staggering.  

Every person receiving medical care will have services and conditions recorded in broad and extensive 
detail. Its use represents a two-edged sword. Striking with one edge, data will be available to help 
manage health care quality and focus on emerging issues. The federal governing board will use these 
data for service level decisions. Decisions on health care will be statistical and discriminate against 
certain medical conditions where the cost may not justify life-supporting treatment. In these cases, the 
sword slices the other direction.  

Distribution analyses are fundamental tools for quality management. The greater the population of 
factors, the higher the number of variables, increasing the number of built in statistical errors. A patient 
unfortunate enough to have incorrect codes applied may get the wrong, or no treatment at all. Bad data 
will skew automated decisions. While this is true today, the mathematical explosion of errors inherent 
with multiplying the possibilities by 688% will worsen the problem proportionally. A shortage of 
qualified coders will potentially produce a highly inaccurate database. 

The major concern in any application is data accuracy. The old acronym, GIGO, or garbage in, garbage 
out, has frightening implications for patient care. 
  

Number of Old Codes 
CPT     3,824  
ICD-9   14,025 
Total   17,849 
 

Number of New Codes 
ICD-10    68,000 

ICD-10-PCS   72,600 
Total  140,600 
 

Increase  122,751 
Percent increase     688% 
 
“Understanding ICD-10 and ICD-10-PC” 

Mary Jo Bowie and Regina Schaffer 
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Your Personal Database 
 
The day you are born, medical personnel filled out a birth certificate and created your personal 

information self. The data piled up geometrically, with education records, athletic and scholastic awards, 
newspapers, a brand new social security number, jobs, military record, business affiliations, tax records, 
internet surfing practices, where you worked, and how long, and sometimes even personal 
performance. In recent years, postings on Facebook, and other social media - literally any digital and 
savable information added to the compilations. 
 

 
When we marry, our database suddenly increases, and the data for each is added to the other.  
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Each child further expands the database. 
 
 

 
Nearly all stores, of all types, record and digitize every movement, and there are cameras on many 
streets. People randomly (or knowingly) take our photographs in virtually every environment, and given 
the size and stealth characteristics of recording equipment, we will never know it. Devices are available 
to track our cars, and to record every word uttered at work. 
 
Currently, a tremendous amount of accumulated data exists about you and those you care for. It is 
located in an unknown number of disparate databases. The current situation targets everyone with 
commercial information including suggested purchases, and political messaging. In truth, everyone is 
subject to highly intrusive privacy violations increasing the data collected about you. Remarkably, even if 
we live a pure, boring, mundane life and never worry about blackmail, loved ones around us may not be 
clean-living and more subject to outside influence.  
 
Right now, these converging computer technologies provide the data to build information capable of 
knowing where we are (cell phones), what we are buying (credit card transactions), and sometimes 
where we are going (Facebook, trip planning on Google or MapQuest). Even in your home, there can be 
embedded technology in your telephone, computer, television, automobile, or any device using 
computer chips. It is given that identity theft is pervasive, and we covered this topic in the April Focused 
Fire Newsletter, Issue 10, posted on CompetitiveAmerica.us and titled "Internet Security and Identity 
Theft." Unfortunately, this is only the beginning of the mischief possible when the databases are 
integrated. 
 
This chart illustrates the current situation. 
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The integration of our health care records into the IRS database is part of the Affordable Care Act, 
fulfilling the true objective of the legislation. Contrary to the rhetoric, it was not to provide better health 
care. Given the NSA is capturing data from individuals, and the internet search engines provide data to 
political campaigns, data abuse is already pervasive, but barely scratches the surface of the 
consequences of a national data base, where all these data are integrated. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At this point, the distinction between governance and politics becomes vitally important. The definitions 
from Merriam-Webster serve the purpose.  

Politics  

Activities that relate to influencing the actions and policies of a government or getting and keeping 
power in a government 

Government 

The act or process of governing; specifically:  authoritative direction or control  

How information is used 

Government and business use information for a variety of commercial and private purposes, for and 
against citizens/consumers. For this paper, there are two major areas of concern. First, the security of 
our information is a personal and financial issue, covered earlier. The second issue is the overall threat 
for the media to control and manipulate information to sell us a point of view. Worse, the media 
can/does cooperate with government to deliver political messages precisely to the consumer. These 
situations quickly can evolve into propaganda and programming to control what we do. 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/governing�
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The following chart breaks information use into four categories, starting with knowledge, and 
progressing into social control. Somewhere between propaganda and control, the free press disappears, 
compromising all personal freedoms and rights. The process can be so subtle, society in general may not 
realize it has occurred until it is a fait accompli. 

 

In his book, Nineteen Eighty-Four, George Orwell described a dystopian world called Oceania, where the 
government controlled everything through the collection and manipulation of information. Our health 
care records are being integrated with IRS, already proven a great political partner, and not a 
governmental entity working for the good of the people or the fair application of the law. The national 
database of you (and me) appears to be an unstoppable reality. The only remaining fight is who will use 
it and how, and the manner in which we react.  

What we can do 

There are steps we can take to guard against propaganda and programming. Unfortunately, if we allow 
ourselves to fall through to the last block, control, the only options are obedience or revolution. 
 

1. We gather information in small chunks, and it is important to question the validity of every 
input. 
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2. Be aware that we are all biased, and by nature tend to consume information reinforcing those 

opinions. Try to expand the input base and question the relationships of information. 
 

3. We rely on expert and group opinion. These sources may be wrong, or manipulated into a 
course of action. 

 
4. Be constantly on guard when told to do something for the "greater good." Who established 

what it means and why it deserves to drive our actions? 
 
From a macro perspective, we need to vote for candidates that actually represent our best interests, 
and hold them accountable. The freedoms of future generations depend on what we do today. 
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